WBC Erg Plan

Instructions
In order to use this erg plan you will need to know your 2k time. With your total time for the 2k to hand go to the Target Splits sheet (below)
to find your target times for the various ergs in the planner. Take your 2k time and round it to the nearest 5 seconds (e.g., if your time was
7:26.2 then round it to 7:25.0) and look for the row in the table that corresponds to that time. As you read across that row, you’ll see the
splits you should be aiming for (minimum, maximum and average) for each of the different erg types. Either print the target splits sheet out
and highlight the relevant row or make a note of the target splits elsewhere. The only other sheet you should need is the weekly plan. For
each week starting on Monday the 11th of January there are 4 ergs presented to you for each week. Ergs 1-3 are the ergs you should be
attempting each week, erg 4 is an optional extra for you to do if you’re feeling keen. It doesn’t matter which order you do the ergs in, just
that you do the 3 or 4 ergs for that week, in that week. If you are ill, injured or away then skip the ergs you were not able to complete, and
continue with the ergs in the current week’s schedule.

Understanding the erg descriptions
Each erg is described using three pieces of information – the number of repetitions, the length of each repetition and the intensity of the
erg. E.g., 2 x 10 UT1 means two reps of 10 minutes each at UT1 intensity, and 10 x 1 AN means 10 reps of one minute each at AN intensity.
There are five intensity levels ranging from UT2 (the most gentle) to AN (the most intense). Each type of erg has its own purpose from
enhancing cardio fitness, to building strength and general endurance to helping anaerobic stamina. For each intensity level aim to complete
each repetition with a split time between the minimum and maximum split for that intensity level (based on the value you got from the
target splits sheet as above). Just because you can complete the erg with a faster split, doesn’t mean that you should, the targets are there
for a reason to help you meet the objectives of each type of intensity training.
Below is a guide for the rest periods you should have between repetitions, and an approximate stroke rate:

Weekly Schedule
Week Date Erg 1 Erg 2

